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Cognitive Modeling
The cognitive modeling group provided strong advocacy for the use of
cognitive modeling in building these
systems. They argued for increased
use of modeling at three stages of
design of knowledge-based systems,
primarily (1) development of pedagogical and subject-matter theories,
(2) design of instruction, and (3)
delivery of instruction. Of these
phases, the design of instruction is
the one that seems to have achieved
the most direct benefit from cognitive modeling, including substantial
benefits from modeling subject matter experts. For instance, Anderson et
al. [1990] attribute much of the success of their tutors to the cognitive
task analysis of experts in Lisp, geometry and algebra.
Work on modeling good teachers
and tutors has only just begun (with
the exception of a few early classics,
such as the work of Stevens and
Collins on Socratic tutoring [1977]).
VanLehn expects this line of investigation to pay off at least as well, if
not better, than the modeling of
experts and learners.
Of the three phases of pedagogical
work, the actual deliver y of the
instruction is the area where cognitive modeling has found the least
fruitful application. Mostly, this is
due to a historical accident. In most
systems to date, teacher models have
been weaker than expert models and
student models. Although a good
teacher model might compensate for
an impoverished expert or student
model, experience has shown that
strong expert and student models
require a decent teacher model for
the system to be effective.
VanLehn underscores the fact that
modeling is just good engineering
practice, regardless of whether one is
building a hydroelectric dam or a science course. With tongue in cheek,
he suggests that if students could sue
malfeasant instructional developers,
cognitive modeling would be much
more common since it is so obviously effective.
William J. Clancey, however, was
more reserved about the utility of
cognitive modeling. While acknowledging that building such models is
possible, he questions the relation
they have to mechanisms of human
learning. For instance, does the
model show the student how to
interpret and generate domain con-

cepts, or does it simply justify the
machine’s presentations? Clancey
would like to see alternative cognitive models available within a system
rather than a single "correct" model
used to justify instruction.

Understanding
Plans and Goals
In the move away from building allknowing and all-powerful tutors,
researchers have focused on developing environments that implicitly elicit information about student goals
and plans. Human dialogue succeeds
despite ambiguity and digressions
because both participants model the
discourse, the subject matter, and the
other speaker; and both participants
actively work towards success of the
discourse.
This suggests that continuing
efforts be made to enhance the
machine’s ability to do its part. Techniques such as plan recognition and
learning still play only a small role in
current teaching systems. Interfaces
were described that inquire about
beliefs and high-level thoughts while
supporting meta-cognitive activities.
Students might choose from a menu
of high-level plans, such as a menu
item in an Algebra tutor that says
“collect all variables to one side of
the equation.” Such interfaces
require more careful analysis and
structuring of the task domain and of
cognitive structures; they also require
mechanisms to support cooperative
dialogue and to "understand" student
perspectives.

Real-World Applications
William J. Clancey and Alan Lesgold
led several discussions on the impact
of knowledge-based systems in industry and the military. The clear emergence of new architectures and positive training results have produced
the feeling that progress is being
made. Indeed, several systems were
described which achieve the twosigma effect [Bloom, 1984], which is
the same improvement in learning
that results from one-on-one human
tutoring over classroom tutoring.
Several success stories were described
in which students using tutors
learned knowledge and skills in onethird to one-half the time it took for
a control group to learn the same
material [Shute, 1990].
In one special case, students work-

ing with an Air Force electronics
troubleshooting tutor for only 20
hours gained a proficiency equivalent
to that of trainees with 40 months
(almost 4 years) on-the-job training
[Lesgold, Lajoie, Bunzo & Eggan,
1990]. In another example, students
using a Lisp tutor at Carnegie-Mellon
University [Anderson, 1990] completed programming exercises in 30%
less time than those receiving traditional classroom instruction and
scored 43% higher on the final exam.
In a third study, students using a
microworld environment learned
general scientific inquiry skills and
principles of basic economics in onehalf the time required by students in
a classroom setting [Shute, Glaser &
Raghavan, 1989].
Given these results, the group
asked why more tutors were not
being used and why existing systems
were not more effective. One reason
why industry and the military have
not widely adopted these systems
relates to the lack of tutoring-specific
artificial intelligence development
tools, such as shells and frameworks,
similar to the shells used to build
rapidly expert systems. Tools would
facilitate large-scale development;
and a simple tool, such as a simulation tied to an expert system or to a
lock-step tutor, might be a practical
way for a designer to get started on a
path of incremental design through
feedback from the user. Some
researchers suggested that a teacher
should interact with a variety of
tools, much as a conductor orchestrates a suite of instruments.
Other reasons for the slow adoption of new systems might include
the difficulty in reducing cognitive
task analysis to engineering practice
and in developing new knowledge
representations, e.g., qualitative simulation, which are better suited to
representing human cognition than
those offered by first-generation
expert system tools. An additional
barrier is the lengthy development
cycle required before systems can
move from research lab to salable
products.

"Hot" Research Issues
Several areas emerged as ‘hot’ or new
research areas. These were discussed
throughout the symposium.
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Situated Learning
Situated learning (and teaching/ acting/planning) arose frequently as a
topic. It was espoused primarily by
William J. Clancey, Jeremy Roschelle,
and Etienne Wenger all from the
Institute for Research on Learning,
Palo Alto. Since situations or contexts
in which a skill is learned can not be
exhaustively or completely described,
training systems inevitably predetermine what is relevant. Similarly, conventional Artificial Intelligence models of expertise leave out how experts
know what is relevant and how they
change their minds. This viewpoint
suggests that Artificial Intelligence
needs to place increasing emphasis
on knowledge representation as an
activity within a perceptual space
and organized by social interactions.
Existing systems omit the social context in which a domain representation is created, justified, and changed.
At present, knowledge-based cognitive modeling cannot characterize the
work a person does to understand the
artifacts with which they interact.
One reason why intelligent training
systems are not more efficient is
because the environment surrounding the industrial task can’t be made
fully explicit. Alternatively, on-thejob training is cost efficient, in part
because there is no need to simulate
the training situation.

Computer as mediator
Jeremy Roschelle demonstrated a system that could facilitate discussion
among several students and could
support student explanations and
demonstrations. In such a case, the
computer becomes a mediator, a malleable object capable of being pressed
into service for both teaching and
learning.
Andrea diSessa showed that the
goals to be taught by a system are
negotiable; his Boxer system is a platform which enables students to discover their own interests and which
facilitates their own discoveries. For
example, he showed an example in
which young students invented the
rules of graph construction.

Empowering
curriculum designers
Jim Spohrer described a system developed at Apple Computer, Inc. which
assists curriculum designers to incor-
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porate multi-media. Oliver Selfridge
challenged the group to question the
nature of the learning task implicit in
their emerging machines.

Qualitative reasoning
Ken Forbus demonstrated that a system could qualitatively model a complex domain, e.g, a steam boiler or a
propulsion plant, and that such a
representation could be used for
teaching. His work on qualitative
modeling is now 10 years old and its
formalization is nearly ready to provide the reasoning behind qualitative
modeling within a teaching environment.

Conclusions
Participants at this symposium represented diverse backgrounds and
methodologies; little commonality
might have been expected. Yet, some
consensus was achieved and new scientific ground broken. For example,
agreement was reached on the need
for a variety of discourse approaches
and improved cognitive models,
although no particular solution to
achieve widespread use of either was
forthcoming.
Several areas were identified as
needing further research. Basic
research is needed in planning and
plan recognition, building naturallanguage interfaces, and testing
architectures, such as blackboards,
for teaching systems.
From the viewpoint of communication, the symposium was a real
success; discussion was lively and at
times controversial. Research appears
to be strong in depth, broad in perspective, and motivated by the
promise of building more powerful
teaching environments with greater
knowledge, increased inference capability, and more complex reasoning
ability. The field seems to be alive
and well.
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Thoughts and Afterthoughts on the
1988 Workshop on Principles of
Hybrid Reasoning
Alan M. Frisch and Anthony G. Cohn

The 1988 Workshop on Principles of
Hybrid Reasoning, a one-day AAAIsponsored workshop, was held in St.
Paul, Minnesota on August 21, 1988,
in conjunction with the National
Conference on Artificial Intelligence.
This article reports on the workshop
and presents some of our
afterthoughts based upon prolonged
discussion of the issues that arose
during the workshop. To a certain
extent this article can serve as a survey of research on hybrid reasoning;
to aid in this purpose we include
numerous citations to the literature.
All references can be found in the
bibliography by Alan Frisch and
Richard Scherl that accompanies this
report.
Researchers in Artificial Intelligence recently have been taking an
increasing interest in hybrid representation and reasoning systems—
systems that consist of two or more
integrated subsystems, each of which
may employ distinct representation
languages and inference systems.
Though a number of such systems
have been designed, studied, constructed, and put into use, little effort
has been devoted to comparing the
systems or searching for common
principles underlying them.
The workshop addressed this need
by bringing together a small number
of leading researchers on hybrid reasoning for a day of intensive interaction. The workshop was organized by
Alan Frisch (Workshop Chair), Ron
Brachman, and Rich Thomason.
Each participant was invited to
submit a short paper that best characterized their work on hybrid reasoning. The submissions were collected into a proceedings distributed to
all participants prior to the workshop. As the submissions included
previously-published papers as well
as early drafts of work in progress, it
was agreed at the workshop that the
proceedings would be distributed no
further. However, since most of the
draft papers have subsequently

appeared in published form, it is now
possible to give a virtual proceedings.
In the bibliography that accompanies
this article published versions of the
submitted papers are indicated with
an asterisk.

Overview of the Workshop
The workshop program comprised
seven invited talks, two moderated
discussion sessions, one dinner, and
two coffee breaks. We outline the
talks and discussion sessions below
and leave the dinner and cof fee
breaks as an exercise for the reader.
We concluded with an informal latenight discussion on whether the
workshop had been useful to the participants and whether we would like
another one. The overall feeling was
that the workshop had been useful
and another would be desirable, but
it should be either longer or devoted
to discussion of selected position
papers on a specific topic.

Characterization of Hybrid
Knowledge Representation and
Reasoning Systems
Peter Patel-Schneider began his presentation by categorizing various
types of hybrid knowledge representation and reasoning systems. A system can qualify as hybrid by employing multiple representations or by
employing multiple reasoning methods, thus suggesting a characterization of hybrid systems along these
two dimensions. Along the representation dimension, a system can have
multiple redundant representations
of the same knowledge in different
media—as in the vivid reasoning system (which we shall call VIVID) presented by Brachman and Etherington
(Etherington et al. 1989) and the
multiple reasoners at a single layer of
the CAKE architecture (Rich 1985)—
or it can have different representations for different kinds of knowl-
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